APPENDIX - XVII

UNSTRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Significance of Guntur District in the State Political map of Andhra Pradesh
2. Participation in Freedom Struggle Major events
3. Participation in Post-Independence: Andhra formation
4. Steel Plant Agitation (1966)
5. Andhra Agitation (1972-73)
6. What other agitations the District has really provided momentum to State politics.
7. 1994-97 Very important events concerning the District.
11. Reactions of TDP elite of Guntur District for Palace coup of Babu, CM.
12. Trend pattern of the elite towards TDP in the days to come
13. Trend pattern of the elite towards Congress in the days to come
14. Failure of Left Parties to make a dent in Guntur District
15. Influence of the Christian and Muslim Minorities in the State Politics and emergence of leadership pattern in Guntur District
16. Failure of BJP to take roots in Guntur District.